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Introduction
Public spaces have always been considered as a place of exchange since Public spaces have always been considered as a place of exchange since 

the Greek Agoras and the Roman Forums ,where men came together the Greek Agoras and the Roman Forums ,where men came together 

and discussed matters of the state. In fact, the concept of public space and discussed matters of the state. In fact, the concept of public space 

comes from our need to be connected to others. It’s a place of encounters, comes from our need to be connected to others. It’s a place of encounters, 

translating how we practice space in relation to others. It ignites the idea that translating how we practice space in relation to others. It ignites the idea that 

we are part of a collective effort, that we belong to this world… that we exist.we are part of a collective effort, that we belong to this world… that we exist.

A public space is a form of democracy. It is a space of freedom of movement, A public space is a form of democracy. It is a space of freedom of movement, 

expression, and most importantly, it is our first contact with a city. In general, in expression, and most importantly, it is our first contact with a city. In general, in 

order to discover the behavior of a neighborhood, a district, or a city, we often order to discover the behavior of a neighborhood, a district, or a city, we often 

turn to these spaces.Wturn to these spaces.W

A physical illustration of the individual and the collective vision, these areas A physical illustration of the individual and the collective vision, these areas 

have symbolic values. Scale, location, borders, angles, views, proportions, and have symbolic values. Scale, location, borders, angles, views, proportions, and 

artifacts play a role in determining the final outcome of these areas.artifacts play a role in determining the final outcome of these areas.

Along with all these variables, one constant remains unchallenged. Public Along with all these variables, one constant remains unchallenged. Public 

spaces are places of expression. Some more than others -due to a series of spaces are places of expression. Some more than others -due to a series of 

proper factors put together- but all public spaces inspire exchange. Even proper factors put together- but all public spaces inspire exchange. Even 

repressing, over-planned and monitored squares encourage people to revolt repressing, over-planned and monitored squares encourage people to revolt 

against them, or against what they actually represent, from governments, against them, or against what they actually represent, from governments, 

political regimes, to economic systems.Infact the public square should not be political regimes, to economic systems.Infact the public square should not be 

represented as the city’s gated property or as a walled garden. It should be represented as the city’s gated property or as a walled garden. It should be 

a space that provides citizens with opportunities to engage in political and a space that provides citizens with opportunities to engage in political and 

social debates. As governments around the world understand the threat that social debates. As governments around the world understand the threat that 

the public space itself generates, they often exercise pressure, barricade, and the public space itself generates, they often exercise pressure, barricade, and 

control these areas, in order to silence these movements.control these areas, in order to silence these movements.



For designing and analyzing the public squares for a social movement needs to For designing and analyzing the public squares for a social movement needs to 

take into account some factors such as how people use this space, what is the take into account some factors such as how people use this space, what is the 

role of this space in the collective memory, and how politically important is the role of this space in the collective memory, and how politically important is the 

public square in comparison to the government s attempt to control the public public square in comparison to the government s attempt to control the public 

space. This control can be applied in different ways, for example, the presence space. This control can be applied in different ways, for example, the presence 

of military services or putting some obstacles like barbed wire or sometimes of military services or putting some obstacles like barbed wire or sometimes 

demolishing buildings near to that space to take the identity changing the demolishing buildings near to that space to take the identity changing the 

center of power by moving important building near but architect or urban center of power by moving important building near but architect or urban 

designer have the power stand against some of those aspects. Therefore, it designer have the power stand against some of those aspects. Therefore, it 

could be said that the architecture of public space has played an influential could be said that the architecture of public space has played an influential 

role on the success of the revolutions or social movements, which occur in that role on the success of the revolutions or social movements, which occur in that 

space. Thus, the following question to consider is space. Thus, the following question to consider is how architectures of public how architectures of public 

squares can redesign in the way to invite more people and protect them?squares can redesign in the way to invite more people and protect them?

  

In observing this idea, we choose two cities: Beirut (capital of Lebanon) and In observing this idea, we choose two cities: Beirut (capital of Lebanon) and 

Cairo (capital of Egypt), two cities with many social and political challenges Cairo (capital of Egypt), two cities with many social and political challenges 

in its recent history. The former has experienced a civil war which has the in its recent history. The former has experienced a civil war which has the 

experience of theexperience of the Civil war in  Civil war in 19751975 and recent protest in  and recent protest in 20192019, whilst the latter , whilst the latter 

has played an important role in the famous social movement in recent has played an important role in the famous social movement in recent 1010  

years, or otherwise known as years, or otherwise known as the Arabic Springthe Arabic Spring..

Martyr’s square in Beirut and El-Tahrir in Cairo are two public spaces selected Martyr’s square in Beirut and El-Tahrir in Cairo are two public spaces selected 

as case studies.Those public squares are the most important political and social as case studies.Those public squares are the most important political and social 

publics for their cities. Both are located near political buildings and people publics for their cities. Both are located near political buildings and people 

have many collective memories there. The governments of Lebanon and Egypt have many collective memories there. The governments of Lebanon and Egypt 

use different tyranny strategies to control people especially in the moment of use different tyranny strategies to control people especially in the moment of 

protest.protest.



As an example, in Beirut one joint stock company in change of planning and As an example, in Beirut one joint stock company in change of planning and 

developing Beirut (Solidere), destroy all the remaining which is left after civil war developing Beirut (Solidere), destroy all the remaining which is left after civil war 

and changing Martyr’s square to a parking lot.and changing Martyr’s square to a parking lot.

While in Cairo after the Arab spring, government has decided to put many While in Cairo after the Arab spring, government has decided to put many 

barriers in the public square to control the crowd for protest situation. In fact barriers in the public square to control the crowd for protest situation. In fact 

one of the programs of government is to move political building to another one of the programs of government is to move political building to another 

place to lose the identical power of El-Tahrir. We should take consider that place to lose the identical power of El-Tahrir. We should take consider that 

although both countries are Arab but there are some differences between although both countries are Arab but there are some differences between 

them in the culture of protest. For example, the social movements in Lebanon them in the culture of protest. For example, the social movements in Lebanon 

are more pacific with the presence of military while in Egypt are aggressive and are more pacific with the presence of military while in Egypt are aggressive and 

sometimes violent.sometimes violent.

This thesis attempts to cover some debates relating to public square, social This thesis attempts to cover some debates relating to public square, social 

movements, power and discipline. Although the thesis discuss about two movements, power and discipline. Although the thesis discuss about two 

main public spaces in Beirut and Cairo(which are used by citizens in times of main public spaces in Beirut and Cairo(which are used by citizens in times of 

protesting the regime), the experience is like to watch the situation from a protesting the regime), the experience is like to watch the situation from a 

helicopter view.helicopter view. We define the codes of cruelty. The cruelty in public space  We define the codes of cruelty. The cruelty in public space 

which need first to understand and sedcond to react to it.which need first to understand and sedcond to react to it.



Roads of the protest to Martyr’sMartyr’s  Square in Beirut 

Roads of the protest to El-Tahrir Square in Cairo



Analysis 



What people do now in these spaces ?What people do now in these spaces ?



Martyr’s Square

Martyr’s Square is the central and largest square in the city center of Beirut 

which was built by the Ottomans in the 19th century. Its initial name Place des 

Canons referred to the Russian artillery placed there in the 18th century; the 

name was taken up again by the French in 1860. The square was renamed in 

memory of the Lebanese nationalists who were executed by the Turks during 

WW1. Martyrs’ Square was destroyed during the Lebanese civil war. 

There are two important roads which people used at the moments of social 

movement which are Bechara el Khoury and Damascus street

This public space usually being used a place for entertainment (like dance 

festival game and art exhibition) and mostly as a parking lot.

The images are trying to show different views and functions.



El-Tahrir SquareEl-Tahrir Square

El-Tahrir Square also known as «Martyr Square», is a major public town square El-Tahrir Square also known as «Martyr Square», is a major public town square 

in downtown Cairo, Egypt. The square has been the location and focus for in downtown Cairo, Egypt. The square has been the location and focus for 

political demonstrations in Cairo since the early political demonstrations in Cairo since the early 2020th century. Notable events th century. Notable events 

at Tahrir square include the demonstrations that led to the at Tahrir square include the demonstrations that led to the 20112011 Egyptian  Egyptian 

revolution and the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak. Also, there are four revolution and the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak. Also, there are four 

important roads which people used at the moments of social movement which important roads which people used at the moments of social movement which 

are Talat Haarb, Nile Corniche,are Talat Haarb, Nile Corniche,66th of October bridge and Merat Basha.th of October bridge and Merat Basha.

This public space usually being used a place for entertainment (like watch This public space usually being used a place for entertainment (like watch 

football game and art exhibition), for medical emergency (like vaccination football game and art exhibition), for medical emergency (like vaccination 

tents) and mostly as an open market.tents) and mostly as an open market.

The images are trying to show different views and functions.The images are trying to show different views and functions.
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How the people are being controlled?How the people are being controlled?



Last step : Crowd Control Last step : Crowd Control 



To restore confidence in safety, the public needs to be assured that everything To restore confidence in safety, the public needs to be assured that everything 

is at any moment “under control “, with one downside that it naturally involves is at any moment “under control “, with one downside that it naturally involves 

each one of us. Feeling safe is the top agenda of people who choose to visit each one of us. Feeling safe is the top agenda of people who choose to visit 

or to live in a specific place. Thus, crowd control is essential, not only to the all or to live in a specific place. Thus, crowd control is essential, not only to the all 

people involved, but much more to the crowds not involved but potentially people involved, but much more to the crowds not involved but potentially 

bothered by them. This is all a result of crowd control strategies by event bothered by them. This is all a result of crowd control strategies by event 

organizers, tourist boards and especially forces. We try to demonstrate how organizers, tourist boards and especially forces. We try to demonstrate how 

these strategies work in these two cities.these strategies work in these two cities.

Unfortunately, governments employ methods of «crowd control» as a final step Unfortunately, governments employ methods of «crowd control» as a final step 

to prevent protests from occurring.Becusae there are many steps before try not to prevent protests from occurring.Becusae there are many steps before try not 

to happen that protest in one specific public space.to happen that protest in one specific public space.

  



El-TahrirEl-Tahrir  squaresquare
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How the people are being controlled?How the people are being controlled?



Middle step : Unwanted Behaviour Middle step : Unwanted Behaviour 



“Unwanted behavior” is not a crime by government, but “Unwanted behavior” is not a crime by government, but 

preventive measures are the only way to avert it. Unwanted preventive measures are the only way to avert it. Unwanted 

behaviors are including lying down, sitting, standing in a group, behaviors are including lying down, sitting, standing in a group, 

and walking. These are activities that take place in public and walking. These are activities that take place in public 

spaces, the same spaces advertised in real state brochures as spaces, the same spaces advertised in real state brochures as 

vivid, dynamic, and bustling with life.vivid, dynamic, and bustling with life.

In this part we try to analyze urban furniture which have In this part we try to analyze urban furniture which have 

been used in these two publics square and understand what been used in these two publics square and understand what 

unwanted behavior in Beirut and Cairo in other word we see unwanted behavior in Beirut and Cairo in other word we see 

how designers have been treat to the much less violent “enemy” how designers have been treat to the much less violent “enemy” 

to the city: The ordinary citizensto the city: The ordinary citizens

Unwanted behaviour is a kind of middle step of controlling Unwanted behaviour is a kind of middle step of controlling 

people.people.

Unwanted behavior is kind of a middle step of controlling Unwanted behavior is kind of a middle step of controlling 

people. Governments already have the public space and people. Governments already have the public space and 

because of various economic reasons , they prefer to edit or because of various economic reasons , they prefer to edit or 

change urban furniture. In this way governments try to deal with change urban furniture. In this way governments try to deal with 

people s choices of that public space .As a result, governments people s choices of that public space .As a result, governments 

need to accommodate to people›s choices of their use of need to accommodate to people›s choices of their use of 

public space. This can also be referred to as unwanted behavior public space. This can also be referred to as unwanted behavior 

i.e. «i.e. «over designover design» whereby architects or urban planners try » whereby architects or urban planners try 

overusing urban furniture in a way to control all the action which overusing urban furniture in a way to control all the action which 

happens in the public space. In other words, designing urban happens in the public space. In other words, designing urban 

furniture or planting trees is done in an exaggerated way.furniture or planting trees is done in an exaggerated way.



Martyr’sMartyr’s  squaresquare

El-TahrirEl-Tahrir  squaresquare







How the people are being controlled?How the people are being controlled?



First step : Total DemolitionFirst step : Total Demolition



A building is not just brick and mortar, but is also A building is not just brick and mortar, but is also 

a medium, charged with economic, cultural a medium, charged with economic, cultural 

and political value as well. The (governmental) and political value as well. The (governmental) 

decision to destroy these buildings specifically decision to destroy these buildings specifically 

targets one of these values. The promise of targets one of these values. The promise of 

higher profits, changes in people’s lifestyles, higher profits, changes in people’s lifestyles, 

and new political regimes turn out to be the and new political regimes turn out to be the 

most powerful opponents of built objects. Yet most powerful opponents of built objects. Yet 

the economic bubble can burst, lifestyles take the economic bubble can burst, lifestyles take 

sudden nostalgic turns (as with loft apartments sudden nostalgic turns (as with loft apartments 

in old factories), and political regimes can in old factories), and political regimes can 

change all too soon.change all too soon.  

This action is mostly the first step of controlling This action is mostly the first step of controlling 

people in order to take the identity from that people in order to take the identity from that 

specific public space , specific public space , often usedoften used to move the  to move the 

center of power of that space.There are two center of power of that space.There are two 

general ways: one can be resolved by making general ways: one can be resolved by making 

a new position for political space, and the other a new position for political space, and the other 

one could be destroying and demolishing the one could be destroying and demolishing the 

important buildings neighboring the public important buildings neighboring the public 

space. We analyze Martyrs Square in Beirut on space. We analyze Martyrs Square in Beirut on 

the second one.the second one.



History talks for us!History talks for us!



Timeline of the protestsTimeline of the protests



November 1943

August 2015

December 2006

June 1967 

November 2019

August 2020

Lebanese Independence Day, 22 
November 1943

Demanding Nasser stay in power, June 
1967: Spontaneous

Anti-government/pro-Syrian rally in 
Beirut-Lebanon,10 December 2006

Lebanon rubbish crisis, 30- August 2015

The 17 October Revolution ,17 
November 2019

Beirut protest demand regime change 
after explosion,Aug 2020 ,8



June 1967

January 2011

December 2013

Demanding Nasser stay in power, June 
1967: Spontaneous

Arab spring - January 28
Protesters pray during a demonstration 
against Egypt s Islamist

Pro-Morsi protest- december 2013



How big they are ?How big they are ?
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TRAFALGAR SQUARE, LONDON, UK



What if...?What if...?



In these design scenarios we have tried to respond to control diagrams, as an In these design scenarios we have tried to respond to control diagrams, as an 

example , in the idea of “Make it like a jungle! “ was an attempt and response example , in the idea of “Make it like a jungle! “ was an attempt and response 

based on crowd control diagrams , in the way that it could make the difficulties based on crowd control diagrams , in the way that it could make the difficulties 

for policies for targeting in one social movement .we have to consider also for policies for targeting in one social movement .we have to consider also 

ideas have some other benefits like population suction and help to urban ideas have some other benefits like population suction and help to urban 

breathing. In the case of jungle , the reason could be the amount of trees. breathing. In the case of jungle , the reason could be the amount of trees. 

In the other side , the idea of “Octopus enters !“ is a general respond to all the In the other side , the idea of “Octopus enters !“ is a general respond to all the 

diagrams .in order to take all the crowd from different street in order to have diagrams .in order to take all the crowd from different street in order to have 

a new access to the public space , particularly when is the moment of social a new access to the public space , particularly when is the moment of social 

movement which many person are there . movement which many person are there . 





Make it like a jungle !(Martyr’sMake it like a jungle !(Martyr’s  square)square)
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Make it like a jungle !(El-Tahrir square)Make it like a jungle !(El-Tahrir square)





Make it like a jungle !(El-Tahrir square)Make it like a jungle !(El-Tahrir square)





Octopus enters !(Martyr’s square)Octopus enters !(Martyr’s square)





Octopus enters !(Martyr’sOctopus enters !(Martyr’s  square)square)





Octopus enters !(El-Tahrir square)Octopus enters !(El-Tahrir square)





Octopus enters !(El-Tahrir square)Octopus enters !(El-Tahrir square)



Project (MartyrProject (Martyr’’s Square)s Square)



Project (MartyrProject (Martyr’’s Square)s Square)



Physical ProgramPhysical Program



Debt to beirut?
Solidere will help!



In planning the physical program with proposing different parallel program, the In planning the physical program with proposing different parallel program, the 

actual situation of Martyrs square of Beirut.actual situation of Martyrs square of Beirut.

All these program’s standards can start from simple projects (low budgets) to All these program’s standards can start from simple projects (low budgets) to 

complex one. complex one. 

As far as Solidere try to reach complex projects solider try to reach complex As far as Solidere try to reach complex projects solider try to reach complex 

projects more investors will come to invests like NGOS to other communities.projects more investors will come to invests like NGOS to other communities.

in the designing phase of project, we decide to assign the pieces for different in the designing phase of project, we decide to assign the pieces for different 

functions (based on the uses of people and analysis ).Designing programs,was functions (based on the uses of people and analysis ).Designing programs,was 

also an attempt to give the liberty which Solidere can decide how they want to also an attempt to give the liberty which Solidere can decide how they want to 

apply the program (base on budget ) and in the case of need , how they can apply the program (base on budget ) and in the case of need , how they can 

change the program in order to have the maximum benifits.change the program in order to have the maximum benifits.

In this program Solidere has the freedom to lead the programs and in the case In this program Solidere has the freedom to lead the programs and in the case 

of need modify the assign land for each function. As an example, in continue of need modify the assign land for each function. As an example, in continue 

we put the diagrams about the (EAT) function .we put the diagrams about the (EAT) function .
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To conclude:To conclude:

In this program solidere has freedom to modify running functional programs In this program solidere has freedom to modify running functional programs 

after a certain period. The attempt of designing parallel / liquid programs is to after a certain period. The attempt of designing parallel / liquid programs is to 

provide a frame for the clients and investors to give them a liberty in assigning provide a frame for the clients and investors to give them a liberty in assigning 

and running different function according to their objectives in order to unlock and running different function according to their objectives in order to unlock 

the actual situation of Martyr’s Square.the actual situation of Martyr’s Square.



Architectural drawingsArchitectural drawings



The death of the building: In the appreciation of the memory of the city The death of the building: In the appreciation of the memory of the city 

After the Beirut civil war, the remaining half-demolished buildings were After the Beirut civil war, the remaining half-demolished buildings were 

completely ruined, which resulted in the conversion of Martyr’s Square into a completely ruined, which resulted in the conversion of Martyr’s Square into a 

parking lot to bring people into the city center again.  parking lot to bring people into the city center again.  

The building which was once the primary place where people’s everyday life The building which was once the primary place where people’s everyday life 

took place, with cinemas, commercial centers etc.Before the civil war these took place, with cinemas, commercial centers etc.Before the civil war these 

buildings were necessary contributions to the economy of Lebanon. buildings were necessary contributions to the economy of Lebanon. 

The idea of designing this public space is coming from the footprints of these The idea of designing this public space is coming from the footprints of these 

removed buildings, in order to keep them alive in the urban memory of Beirut. removed buildings, in order to keep them alive in the urban memory of Beirut. 

Therefore, we decided to rise the frames of structures of the building and Therefore, we decided to rise the frames of structures of the building and 

create the same function of the former buildings. These frames represent the create the same function of the former buildings. These frames represent the 

memorial of pains and pleasures which this city and its citizens have been memorial of pains and pleasures which this city and its citizens have been 

suffered in the recent decades, this is the way by which we might achieve suffered in the recent decades, this is the way by which we might achieve 

peace. peace. 

Perhaps in the calm atmosphere and discussible space, we can reach a place Perhaps in the calm atmosphere and discussible space, we can reach a place 

of democracy; the democracy which the Lebanon have been waiting for a of democracy; the democracy which the Lebanon have been waiting for a 

long time: the democracy between government and people, the democracy long time: the democracy between government and people, the democracy 

between different religions, and finally the democracy between the people between different religions, and finally the democracy between the people 

themselves.themselves.

























ConclusionConclusion



In all the design process of this thesis, we have attempted to make a In all the design process of this thesis, we have attempted to make a 

dialogue with our readers with the help of architecture (visual) language, dialogue with our readers with the help of architecture (visual) language, 

instead of using writing languages.It is because architecture language instead of using writing languages.It is because architecture language 

does communicate with people without borders, also can address them does communicate with people without borders, also can address them 

with different social classes. So, the addressers of this article could be from with different social classes. So, the addressers of this article could be from 

different social classes, which is meant they don’t need necessarily any special different social classes, which is meant they don’t need necessarily any special 

knowledge.  knowledge.  

Also, we tried to define our critical way of thinking about these public squares, Also, we tried to define our critical way of thinking about these public squares, 

especially in the moment of protest and even in every day’s people life, especially in the moment of protest and even in every day’s people life, 

regardless of these spaces being passed from which bureaucratic process and regardless of these spaces being passed from which bureaucratic process and 

considering special design factors. considering special design factors. 

It might be seemed this way of criticizing could be unfair, but for resolving the It might be seemed this way of criticizing could be unfair, but for resolving the 

problem of architecture space, we must deactivate some layers to make the problem of architecture space, we must deactivate some layers to make the 

problems and issues clearer, and then we can reactivate them again. So, problems and issues clearer, and then we can reactivate them again. So, 

the attempt was to find the right questions and issues. Then with the help of the attempt was to find the right questions and issues. Then with the help of 

architecture language, we could be able to re-write the question. The answer architecture language, we could be able to re-write the question. The answer 

to those questions could be responded by people using that space with the to those questions could be responded by people using that space with the 

help of architects and urban planners. In this way of thinking the responsibility of help of architects and urban planners. In this way of thinking the responsibility of 

architect is not necessarily to give a right answer but ask a right question.    architect is not necessarily to give a right answer but ask a right question.    

In the design process, with the help of the American university methods, we In the design process, with the help of the American university methods, we 

have insisted more on the designing the programs which will be run in the have insisted more on the designing the programs which will be run in the 

Martyrs square. so, we spend much effort to give the maximum possible Martyrs square. so, we spend much effort to give the maximum possible 

amount of autonomy to the clients and investors.  amount of autonomy to the clients and investors.  

Last words! 



 The final output made an infrastructure for the investors and communities to  The final output made an infrastructure for the investors and communities to 

use different strategies to plan their lands in their desirable way, therefore at use different strategies to plan their lands in their desirable way, therefore at 

the final point, they will be able to unlock the situation of Martyrs square by the final point, they will be able to unlock the situation of Martyrs square by 

themselves. themselves. 

 As the final word, this thesis is a critical attempt to arise the right question,  As the final word, this thesis is a critical attempt to arise the right question, 

capable of touching the revision of public squares of the cities from different capable of touching the revision of public squares of the cities from different 

perspectives.perspectives.
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